
REVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
We will review the questionnaire to ensure we
have all the necessary information to file your

mark and contact you if we need additional
information- the more info we get up-front

the faster the process will go.

FILING YOUR TRADEMARK
We will file your trademark online with the

United States Patent and Trademark Office.

PUBLICATION
If there is no Office Action or we overcome the Office Action, within 60 days your trademark will be

moved to publication. How exciting! 
This means we are almost there. The trademark office will place your mark in their OG (Official

Gazette) to put the public on notice that you are about to get registered. The public has the
opportunity to object to your mark if they find it to be conflicting with their existing mark. This

rarely happens but is a possibility. 
We will provide you with an update that when the mark has been published

 

RESPOND TO OFFICE ACTION
That’s what we’re here for! If we receive an office action on
your mark, we will review it and proceed accordingly. We may
contact you if we need further clarification on something, or
need you to change something entirely

Trademark Process

ENGAGEMENT
You will receive an engagement letter and

invoice. Once the engagement letter has
been signed, and the invoice has been paid,
we will proceed with your trademark matter

TRADEMARK QUESTIONNAIRE
You will receive an email from altlegal.com with a link
to a questionnaire for you to provide details about
your mark. You will need to follow the instructions for
completing the form and upload the needed
drawing and proof.

INTAKE/CONSULTATION
Call with the attorney regarding what you would
like to trademark

OPINION LETTER
We will share our findings from the search with you in a detailed

letter explaining the risk level in getting the mark successfully
registered (the level of risk for rejection) and which classes we

believe the mark would fall under.

CONFIRMATION
After you have read through the opinion letter, we will confirm if you
have any questions or concerns, and make sure you have a clear
understanding of how the trademark will be filed. If you are in
agreeance with our findings, we will submit your mark.

THE SEARCH
We will perform a preliminary search on your mark within
2 days of payment to see if there are any conflicting
marks, and to confirm which classes the mark would fall
under.

RECIEVE OFFICE ACTION
While the USPTO is reviewing your mark, they may send us what’s called an “office

action”. This means the attorney from the USTPO that is assigned to your mark, has
issued a letter stating that further action is needed for approval. This can be

something as simple as distinguishing what category the mark will fall under, to
possibly needing to change the wording or design, or the need for a legal argument.

WAITING GAME
It will take up to three to four months for the USPTO to assign an examiner
just to review the application we submitted. Don’t worry, we will keep you
informed each step of the way! Also, the applications are first come first serve,
so no one can skip ahead of you and try to beat you to registering the mark.

FRANCO LAW FIRM P.C.

REGISTRATION
The publication runs for 30 days from the next publication date.
Once the publication is complete, our office will be notified that the
mark will be registered. Usually, we receive the registration
certificate within 60 days of publication being complete.

MAIL PUBLICATION CERTIFICATE
We will mail you the original publication certificate (once we

receive it at our office).

TRADEMARKED
The Big Finale! Congratulations on protecting your brand!

RENEWAL
As exciting as this is, you still need to let the USPTO know that

you are still using the mark. You are required to renew after the
first 5 years, after the 10th year, and then every 10 years after

that. Please be mindful of these dates. We will also reach out to
you with a reminder to update your mark to ensure that you

have the right to use it for life.


